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Avoiding the Trap: Service of Process on Commercial Tenants Under RPAPL
By Andrew D. Brodnick

Summary eviction proceedings are highly technical
and thereby set many traps for the inexperienced
practitioner. e first snare is Real Property
Actions and Proceedings Law (RPAPL) 735, which
sets forth the manner in which papers instituting
the summar y proceeding, and some of the
predicate notices to certain summary proceedings,1
must be served.
Although RPAPL 735 bears some similarity
to CPLR, it represents a diﬀerent regime.2
Practitioners, and some courts, have failed to
distinguish the two.
is article, which will address service
upon commercial tenants, will focus on the
manner in which service may be eﬀectuated
properly under RPAPL 735 and will distinguish it
from and, it is hoped, prevent confusion with,
service under the CPLR.

Service eﬀectuated under CPLR Art. 3
provides adequate service for a summary proceeding.8
Service, however, under Business Corporation Law
306 may not be used to commence a summary
proceeding.9
Any information regarding the business
operations of a tenant, or the existence of any
subtenants, must be conveyed to the process server to
assist him or her in eﬀectuating service.10 If necessary,
the process server is expected to review the papers
himself.11
e provisions of a lease regarding notice or
service of process can not limit or modify the
requirements of RPAPL 735.12 However, the lease
may require additional notice than that required
under the statute.13

General Considerations

In short, service under RPAPL 735 may be made: i)
by personal delivery; ii) by service upon a person of
suitable age and discretion employed at the property;
or iii) by aﬃxing a copy to the property or under the
entrance door of the property. If service is made by
either of the latter two methods, the papers must also
be mailed to one or more addresses.
Service of papers commencing a summary
proceeding, as well as certain predicate notices, shall
be made by personally delivering them to the
respondent; or by delivering to and leaving personally
with a person of suitable age and discretion who is
employed at the property sought to be recovered, a
copy of the [the papers], if upon reasonable
application admittance can be obtained and such
person found who will receive the papers.
If admittance cannot be obtained and such
person found, service is eﬀected by aﬃxing a copy of
the papers upon a conspicuous part of the property

RPAPL Article 7 is a statutory remedy and is
therefore construed strictly - the failure to strictly
adhere to its requirements deprives the court of
jurisdiction.3 e provisions regarding
jurisdictional matters are applied with the most
exactitude.4
Service under RPAPL 735 has withstood
constitutional attack because it is reasonably
calculated to inform the tenant of the proceeding.5
Service which complies with RPAPL 735 provides
in rem jurisdiction, which, upon the tenant's
default, provides jurisdiction to grant a possessory
judgment only.6
Service must also comply with CPLR Art.
3 in order to obtain a monetary judgment, unless
the tenant appears and waives its objection to
personal jurisdiction.7

RPAPL 735

sought to be recovered or placing them under the
entrance door.
In the event that the papers are either
delivered to a person employed at the property,
aﬃxed to the property or placed under the door,
the papers must also be mailed by registered or
certified mail and regular first class mail within one
day after such service. e mailings must be made
to the property and:
1. If the tenant is an individual, and does
not reside at the property, at the last residence
address of which the landlord has written
information. If the landlord has no such written
information, to the last business or employment
address of which the landlord has written
information.
2. If the tenant is a corporation (or joint
stock or other unincorporated association), and i)
its principal oﬃce or place of business is not at the
property sought to be recovered and ii) the
landlord has written information of such oﬃce
within the state, to the last place of which the
landlord has such information. If the landlord has
no written information of such principal oﬃce, to
any oﬃce or place of business within the state of
which the landlord has written information.
Allegations as to such information which
may aﬀect the mailing addresses must be set forth
in either the papers instituting the proceeding or in
the aﬃdavit of service.
Personal delivery under RPAPL 735 means
in hand delivery.14 is service, as to an individual,
is the same personal delivery described in CPLR
308(1).
Although some courts have apparently
failed to observe the distinction,15 personal delivery
under RPAPL 735 is not otherwise equivalent to
the other forms of personal service under CPLR
Art. 3.16 In fact, RPAPL 735 was amended in 1965
to substitute personal delivery as the first form of
service under the statute in place of service in the
same manner as personal service of a summons in
action.17
An individual employed at the property
sought to be recovered is considered of suitable
discretion where the nature of that person's
relationship with the tenant sought to be served is
such that it is more likely than not that the
employee will deliver the papers to the tenant.18

Silverman v. BPPT Enterprises Corp. 19 held
that an employee of a subtenant, who agreed to
accept service, was a person of suitable age and
discretion where the corporate tenant sought to be
served had sublet the entire premises and the process
server saw no indication that the tenant was located at
the premises.20 e only alternative for the process
server, decidedly less palatable, would have been to
aﬃx the papers to the door of the property.21
However, in Shammas v. W.D.K. Realty, Inc.,22
service upon an employee was rejected by the court
where the tenant sought to be evicted was not located
at the property and the landlord was aware of where
the tenant was located.23NYLJ, April 13, 1994, p. 24,
col. 6 (Civ. Ct., Kings Co.).24
In 50 Court Street Associates v. Mendelson and
Mendelson,25 an oﬃce manager of a subtenant, which
was not a party to the proceeding, was a person of
suitable age and discretion. A secretary of one of the
tenants named in the proceeding, who had previously
accepted service of a predicate notice,26 had signalled
the process server to give the papers to this oﬃce
manager. e court noted that the signalling secretary
had already accepted service of the predicate notice.
e court also observed that the subtenant had an
incentive to protect its subtenancy by delivering the
papers to the overtenant.
Ilfin Company, Inc. v. Benec Industries 27 found
an employee of a co-tenant not to be a person of
suitable age and discretion. First, as the landlord was
aware, the co-tenants maintained separate businesses.
Second, the employee served told the process server
that i) he was not employed by the co-tenant
contesting service and ii) was not authorized to accept
service.
Silverman condones service upon an employee
at the property sought to be recovered where the
tenant sought to be served is no longer located at that
property. However, cases holding otherwise should
encourage the careful practitioner to eﬀectuate CPLR
service upon the tenant at its actual location. If this
proves impracticable, one may move for permission to
make expedient service under CPLR 308(5).28
Under Iflin, where the tenant is located at the
property, process servers should find an employee of
that tenant. If no such employee is found, a second
attempt should be made at a time when such an
employee is most likely to be found. If that is not
successful, both substituted service (on the most

discrete employee at the property) and conspicuous
place service should be utilized.
e fact that the process server makes a
second attempt will hopefully insure that service is
upheld. First, the second attempt should establish
the reasonable application necessary before
conspicuous place service may be utilized. In
addition, the court will be more likely to uphold
substituted service because a second eﬀort was
made to find an employee of the tenant sought to
be served prior to service upon another employee.
In any event, as with the Silverman
scenario, where you are unable to serve an
employee of the tenant sought to be served,
caution dictates that you try personally to serve the
tenant under CPLR Art. 3 to discourage an Iflin
defense.
Some courts have held that a single attempt
at personal delivery or service upon a person
employed at the property constitutes reasonable
application before conspicuous place service may
be utilized,29 unless the landlord knew or should
have known that service at the time of the attempt
was likely to be unsuccessful.30 Other courts,
applying a stricter rule more often applied to
residential proceedings,31 require more than one
attempt.32
Caution therefore dictates once again that a
second attempt to serve a tenant be made prior to
conspicuous place service.
e reasonable application standard for
conspicuous place service is less rigorous than the
due diligence required prior to nail and mail
service under CPLR 308(4).33 However, service
must be attempted at a time which is reasonably
calculated to eﬀect personal service or service upon
an employee.34
Aﬃxing may be done in a place which, in
the reasonable opinion of the process server, is
suﬃciently obvious to the [tenant] so to be
expected to be seen.35 Meanwhile, CPLR 308(4)
nail and mail service allows aﬃxing only upon the
door of either the actual place of business, dwelling
place or usual place of abode of the party sought to
be served.
If the server chooses to aﬃx rather than
placing the papers under the door, RPAPL 735,
like CPLR 308(4), requires actual aﬃxation.
Wedging inside the door will not do.36

e attorney or process server should ascertain
from the landlord the existence of written notification
involving alternate business addresses for the tenant.37
Although the statute only requires mailings to
business addresses within the state, mailings should
also be made to principal oﬃces outside the state.38
One case held that when the tenant is a partnership,
the mailings are controlled by subdivision 1(b) of
RPAPL 735 (applicable to individuals), which does
not limit mailings to in-state addresses.39
e mailing must be made within one day
after service on an employee or conspicuous place
service.
Conclusion
Careful preparation is required prior to
RPAPL 735 service. First, the lease and lease file must
be reviewed in order to reveal any written information
of any additional addresses. In addition, the lease may
contain additional notice requirements.
e landlord and any managing agent must
be contacted to ascertain whether the named tenant is
still located at the property and whether the tenant
has unusual hours. is information must be
communicated to the process server.
Traverse hearings, especially in New York
City, provide a painful way in which attorneys learn
both the niceties of RPAPL 735 and the need for
careful preparation.
Hopefully, this article will save a few
practitioners such hard learned lessons.
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